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A conceptual framework for designing and
analyzing complex molecular circuits†

Ravinder Kumar,a Charu Seth,b Veerabhadrarao Kaliginedi b and
Ravindra Venkatramani *a

Assembling and prototyping circuits on a common breadboard scaffold is critical for developing functional

single molecule electronic devices. To this end, we recently demonstrated a bis-terpyridine-based

molecular breadboard (TPm) junction with conductance readouts which were linear superpositions of five

single terminal embedded circuits. Here, we present a full computational framework to create molecular

breadboards with the ability to replace/alter individual circuit components. By applying the framework to

the bis-terpyridine-based breadboard, we show that the relative conductance of the five constituent single

terminal circuits can be varied by more than an order of magnitude by repositioning electrode anchoring

nitrogen atoms. Specifically, by placing nitrogen atoms at meta (TPm), ortho (TPo), and para (TPp)

positions on the pyridyl rings, individual circuits are tuned by altering destructive multi-orbital quantum

interference effects (QIE) and the relative electrode accessibility (REA) of anchoring nitrogen atoms. We

introduce a phase-plot analysis to highlight the interdependence of QIE- and REA-induced changes in the

conductance of each single terminal circuit in the breadboard. Our studies predict a QIE-induced boost in

circuit conductance for TPp relative to TPm which is insensitive to REA. In contrast, REA suppresses the

QIE boost for circuit conductance in TPo relative to that in TPm. Our computational framework for

designing breadboard junctions includes new quantitative tools to estimate thermal weights of molecular

conformations, the relative electrode accessibility of anchoring atoms, and the extent of constructive/

destructive quantum interference in charge transport mediated by multiple orbitals. These advances

should be also useful for the analysis of other molecular junctions.

1. Introduction

The field of molecular electronics aims to develop functional
devices with capabilities distinct from semiconductor-based
electronics.1–3 Thus far, break junction techniques4–6 and com-
putational methods7 have demonstrated that molecules can
function as wires,8,9 switches,10–12 rectifiers,13,14 transistors,15

and potentiometers.16 To create functional devices, it is essential
to assemble molecular electronic components on a single scaf-
fold akin to a printed circuit board in conventional electronics.
This need was recognized very early in the field17,18 and it was
proposed that complex functional circuits could be created by
linking individual molecular electronic components. However, a
direct naive implementation of the proposal is problematic18

because strong electronic couplings and the quantum nature of

charge transport would destroy the functionalities of the indivi-
dual circuit elements connected by covalent chemistry or
self-assembly. Furthermore, in some cases, functionality of an
electronic component originates from the electrode–molecule
interface14,19 which might be destroyed by linking components
together. A key step towards developing complex molecular
circuits was the proposal of quantum superposition rules by
Joachim and co-workers to provide the total conductance of two
molecular units in series or in parallel,20,21 which were verified
in single molecule junction experiments.22,23 More recently, in a
joint theoretical and experimental study,24 we demonstrated that
up to five single terminal circuits could be combined within a
bis-terpyridine-based molecular junction (TPm) with six
electrode-anchoring pyridyl linkers. The study on TPm showed
that the break-junction setup facilitates the prototyping of dis-
tinct superpositions of circuits within molecules with multiple
(more than two) anchoring groups akin to a breadboard used
in the conventional macroscopic electronics. The concept of
breadboard, as introduced by us, is applicable to molecules
which possess more than two anchoring groups thereby
enabling access to multiple pre-enclosed/embedded current flow
pathways within a single scaffold.24–28 Here, we present a
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computational framework which enables us to tune/modify elec-
tronic properties of individual circuit elements embedded within
the molecular breadboard by using simple chemical design
principles.

In the manuscript, we will demonstrate that by changing the
positions of the anchoring groups (Fig. 1A and B), it is possible
to change the relative conductance of the five single-terminal
‘‘basis’’ circuits (Fig. 1C) within a bis-terpyridine-based molecular
scaffold. Note that the basis circuits in Fig. 1C are not different
molecules, rather they are embedded circuits within the bis-
terpyridine breadboards (Fig. 1B). By placing the electrodes in
five different positions across the molecules in Fig. 1B so that
they contact the terminal N-atoms separated by two, three, four,
and five rings, we obtain the 2r, 3rm, 3rp, 4r, and 5r basis
circuits of Fig. 1C respectively. Our previous study showed that
each of four conductance states of TPm resolved in break-
junction experiments can be expressed as a linear superposi-
tion of the conductance of these five single terminal circuits.24

In terms of the rules presented by Joachim and co-workers,20

for each of these five basis circuits, nodes are not present inside
the tunneling junction, but rather are placed at the ends.
Therefore, in the weak bias limit, these circuits show Ohmic
currents and can be considered to be resistors. Furthermore, as
shown analytically in our previous study,24 within the weak
coupling limit such that molecule–electrode coupling is much
smaller than the tunnelling barrier, the conductance of multi-
terminal contact configurations is given by a superposition of
the conductance of basis circuits. Moving forward, in the
present manuscript we propose that simple modifications to
the breadboard design which are accessible to synthetic chem-
istry can alter the transport properties of constituent basis
circuits. Such design elements include site-selective chemical
substitutions/functionalization, modifications in the ring con-
nectivity, choice of anchoring groups and anchoring group
placement, all of which have been successfully used to modulate
charge transport in single molecule junctions.19,29 Here, we
showcase how the last possibility enables us to the change the
conductance of each of the five basis circuits shown in Fig. 1C.

Fig. 1 (A) A bis-terpyridine-based molecular breadboard with multiple anchoring atoms accessible to nano-electrodes in a break-junction setup. Here,
we propose that changing the position of anchoring nitrogen atoms (red, green blue) serves to change the conductance of circuit elements in the
molecular breadboard. Conceptually, the modulation of conductance can be accomplished by altering QIE between the limits of fully destructive/
constructive quantum interference (DQI/CQI) and/or REA between the limits of low to high electrode accessibility. (B) Skeletal structure of TPm, TPo, and
TPp with peripheral pyridyl N-atoms placed at meta, ortho, and para positions, respectively. (C) 2–5 ring single terminal basis circuits of the TPm/o/p
molecular breadboard obtained by placing electrodes in five different configurations attached to nitrogen atoms either on the same terpyridine arm
(2r and 3rm) or across both arms (3rp, 4r, and 5r) for the molecules in panel B. In ref. 24, we showed that each of the four experimentally resolved TPm
conductance states originated from a linear combination of these basis circuits. Red, blue, and green dots in C represent nitrogen substitution positions
for each basis circuit in the TPo, TPm, and TPp breadboards respectively.
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Furthermore, molecular breadboards differ from conventional
breadboards in terms of their conformational flexibility, the
microscopic nature of the electrode–molecule contact, and the
presence of quantum mechanical effects. Our computational
approach addresses each of these challenging aspects by provid-
ing quantitative tools (vide Infra) which are also demonstrated to
be transferrable to the analysis of electronic transport in any
single molecule junction.

The single-molecule electronic conductance depends on mole-
cular structure,30,31 electrode-interfacing linker groups,8,28,32–34

and molecular binding geometries.25,27,35 Additionally, external
factors such as solvation36 and electrochemical gate bias37 are
also important. An exciting prospect is to utilize these factors to
harness quantum interference phenomena within the molecular
junctions.38–42 Such quantum interference effects (QIE) have been
utilized previously to manipulate the room temperature coherent
electronic conductance in a variety of molecular junctions.33,43

Here, we propose to manipulate QIE in the five basis circuits by
changing the placement of the peripheral ring N-atoms from meta
to ortho/para positions (Fig. 1). To this end, we developed an
analysis to quantify the multi-orbital QIE in the breadboard
molecules. Re-positioning of the peripheral N-atoms in the bread-
board scaffold also impacts both, their electrode accessibility and
molecular conformation. We therefore developed a microscopic
model of electrode–molecule interactions to estimate the relative
electrode accessibility (REA) of anchoring groups independent of
their placement on a conformationally flexible molecular scaffold.
The new model also rigorously validates the REA for core N-atoms
in TPm estimated in our previous study.24 Furthermore, we present
an algorithm that uses molecular symmetry to systematically
enumerate the breadboard conformations and estimate their

thermal contributions to the conductance. Finally, since REA
and QIE are simultaneously affected by repositioning of the N-
atoms in the scaffold, we introduce a phase plot analysis to study
their interdependence. We apply each quantitative tool developed
here (multi-orbital QIE analysis, conformational sampling algo-
rithm, and REA estimator) to simple examples to highlight their
utility for studying any molecular junction in general.

2. Results
2.1. Conductance distributions for the TPx (x = m/o/p)
breadboards

We used the computational framework described in Methods
Subsections 5.1–5.5 to generate thermally weighted conductance
distributions of TPx breadboards assuming full electrode acces-
sibility for peripheral and core N-atoms (i.e., no REA effects).

Thermal populations of the DFT-optimized geometrically dis-
tinct TPx breadboard conformations (see Methods subsection 5.2
and ESI,† Sections S1–S3) are binned in in Fig. 2A–C based on
their energy values. The conformational energy range for the three
molecules varies significantly (B4.7kBT, B45.5kBT, and B0.7kBT
for TPm/o/p, respectively, where temperature T = 300 K and kB is
the Boltzmann constant) creating a diversity in thermally acces-
sible conformations across the breadboards. The thermal Boltz-
mann weight for conformation i of breadboard B is

wB
i ¼ exp �DGF ið Þ

kBT

� �,X
j

exp �DGF jð Þ
kBT

� �
(1)

where, DGF(i) is the free energy of the conformation. The thermal
weights for the conformations are plotted (brown dots) in

Fig. 2 Free energy histograms for the conformations of (A) TPm (bin width = 0.1), (B) TPo (bin width = 1), and (C) TPp (bin width = 0.02). In each panel,
Boltzmann weights (right y-axis) of the conformations (eqn (1)) are plotted as a function of energy (brown dots). Probability weights (eqn (2)) of the basis
circuit conductance for (D) TPm, (E) TPo, and (F) TPp breadboards (bin width = 0.01). The conductance values are normalized relative to the highest
conductance value Gmax (that of a 2r TPo circuit).
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Fig. 2A–C as a function of energy. For TPp, all 20 conformations
are thermally accessible with weights ranging from 4–7%. In
contrast, for TPo, only two conformations appear thermally
accessible with the weights B80% and B20%. The TPm bread-
board presents an intermediate case with weights in the range
B0.04–5%. Adopting a uniform protocol, we computed the con-
ductance distributions for all five basis circuits (Fig. 1C) in TPx
breadboards, utilizing all molecular conformations with their
thermal weights (eqn (1) and (14)).

In Fig. 2D–2F, we plot the distributions of log-normalized
conductance log(G/Gmax) for the five basis circuits from geome-
trically distinct TPx breadboard conformations. The conduc-
tance is normalized with respect to the highest conductance
Gmax (that of a 2r TPo circuit) in the dataset. The overall
probability weight (Y-axis in Fig. 2D–F) for an n-ring (nr) basis

circuit of breadboard B in a bin centered at log(Gk/Gmax) is
given by:

Pnr log Gk=Gmaxð Þð Þ ¼
X
i

wB
i

x i; log Gk=Gmaxð Þð Þ
Nnr

(2)

with
P
k

Pnr log Gk=Gmaxð Þð Þ ¼ 1. Here, index i runs over all the

distinct geometries of B; x is the number of n-ring circuits in
the breadboard conformation i with conductance values lying
in the bin centered at log(Gk/Gmax); Nnr is the multiplicity of an
n-ring circuit (4 � 2r, 2 � 3rm, 1 � 3rp, 4 � 4r, and 4 � 5r) in
the TPx scaffold. The multiple conductance peaks for each
circuit in the three breadboards (Fig. 2D–F) arise from hetero-
geneities in the thermally accessible molecular conformations
(see ESI,† Section S4 for details). Further, within each

Fig. 3 (A) Basis circuit conductance in TPm, TPp, and TPm-p in the absence of REA (all N/C atoms have equal electrode accessibilities). In the TPm-p
breadboard (top), to form 2r, 3rm, 3rp, 4r, and 5r basis circuits, the two electrodes contact any two atoms from the set marked with arrows (four
peripheral ring para carbons and two core ring nitrogens of TPm molecule). The plot shows thermal average values and standard deviations (eqn (13) and
(14)) over conformations. The subscript ‘‘norm’’ in the y-label implies that all the log(G/G0) values are uniformly shifted with respect to the average
hlog(GTPm

3rp /G0)i for reference 3rp circuit in TPm. The data for TPm-p is offset along X-axis for better visualization. (B) and (C) Cumulative (sum over

orbitals) Q-matrix elements: Pure contributions from MOs YðnÞ ¼
Pn
i

Qii (cyan), QI contributions X nð Þ ¼
Pn
i;jo i

Qij þQji

� �
(magenta), and the overall

cumulative transmission Z(n) = X(n) + Y(n) (blue/green for TPm/p respectively) for 2r circuit in the most thermally accessible conformation of TPm and
TPp. Data for other circuits is shown in ESI,† Fig. S11. (D) and (E) Heatmap showing Q-matrix elements for dominant MOs (80–100) representing pure
orbital contributions and interference contributions between pair of MOs for TPm and TPp. Heatmap for all orbitals are provided in ESI,† Fig. S12 and S13
(F)–(G) Orbitals that show highest DQI for the 2r circuit in the most thermally accessible conformation of TPm and TPp. The arrows show orbital phases
(+/�) on terminal N-atoms (H)–(J) Basis circuit conductance (thermal averages and standard deviations) with REA (eqn (13)–(15)) for TPm and TPp based
on three different models for estimating the effective screening length deff for the anchoring N-atoms as indicated in the panels (see also Methods
Subsection 5.4).
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breadboard, the conductance distributions for the basis cir-
cuits are roughly ordered by the end-to-end circuit length (2r 4
3rm 4 3rp 4 4r 4 5r) with a single exception (G3rp 4 G3rm).
Further, comparing the breadboards, the basis circuit conductance
(excluding the invariant 3rp circuit) in TPm is lower than that for
circuits in TPo (Fig. 2D and E) and in TPp (Fig. 2D and F). The lower
conductance of the 3rm circuit relative to 3rp and the relative
conductance trends for corresponding basis circuits across the
three breadboards is in accordance with the quantum circuit rules
demonstrated by Manrique et al. for OPE-based molecules.33

Essentially, a meta-placement of the peripheral pyridyl N-atoms
and meta ring connectivity both lower conductance relative to the
corresponding molecules with para/ortho N-atom placement and
para-ring connectivity. While the differences in the breadboard
conformations could also potentially contribute, we show in the
following subsections that these conductance trends are primarily
due to QIE.

2.2. Tuning the relative conductance of basis circuits with
pure QIE in the presence of REA

In this subsection, we demonstrate a QIE induced boost in
basis circuit conductance upon changing the peripheral pyridyl
ring N-atoms from meta (TPm) to para (TPp) position in the
presence of REA. To separate out conformational contributions,
we consider a fictitious breadboard24 wherein the electrodes
exclusively contact the para-atoms of TPm (depicted as TPm-p in
Fig. 3A). Since the conformations of TPm-p are the same as
TPm, relative changes in basis circuit conductance across the
two breadboards can be assigned purely to QIE. In Fig. 3A, we
first present the conductance of all five basis circuits for TPm,
TPp, and TPm-p calculated excluding REA effects. The decay in
conductance is non-monotonic with respect to the circuit/
tunneling lengths which are comparable in the breadboards
(Fig. 3A and ESI,† Fig. S9A). For instance, the tunneling con-
ductance of the 3rp circuit is comparable to the shorter 2r and
B56-fold higher than that of shorter 3rm circuit (blue data in
Fig. 3A). The suboptimal conductance values for the shorter 2r
and 3rm circuits are presumably due to the meta placement of
the anchoring N-atoms (2r and 3rm) and meta-connectivity of
the pyridyl rings (3rm). We expect the QIE in TPp to be altered
relative to that in TPm due to the altered positions (para versus
meta) of the peripheral N-atoms. Indeed, the conductance of
2r is more than an order of magnitude higher than that of 3rp
in TPp (green vs. blue data Fig. 3A). Further, the difference in
conductance between 3rm and 3rp reduces in TPp relative to
that in TPm (green vs. blue data in Fig. 3A). Note that 3rp serves
as a reference circuit as it remains unchanged (Fig. S4D and F,
ESI†) and has nearly identical conductance in TPm and TPp.
By comparing the conductance of the 3rp circuit and the 3rm
circuits in the two breadboards (data in Fig. 3A), it is possible
to estimate the conductance drop purely due to the meta
connectivity of rings (hlog(GTPp

3rp /G0)i � hlog(GTPp
3rm/G0)i E 0.85)

and that owing purely to the meta-placement of the pyridyl
N-atoms (hlog(GTPp

3rm/G0)i � hlog(GTPm
3rm /G0)i E 0.86). We find

that the conductance of all basis circuits (except 3rp) in TPp
are higher than that of their counterparts in TPm. This boost in

conductance for each basis circuit in TPp is almost the same as
that obtained for the TPm-p breadboard (green solid circles
versus brown solid triangles in Fig. 3A) relative to TPm. This
clearly shows that the differences in the conformations of TPm
and TPp are not large enough to influence the conductance,
and the changes in the basis circuit conductance between the
breadboards is purely due to QIE (vide infra). Comparing TPm
and TPp, the 4r circuit shows the lowest QIE boost (B4-fold),
while 5r circuit shows the highest QIE boost (B11-fold).

Here, using Q-factor analysis (Methods Subsection 5.3 and
ESI,† Section 6) we show that all the basis circuits in the TPm
and TPp breadboards exhibit destructive multi-orbital quantum
interference (DQI) and attribute the variations in conductance
within and across the breadboards to the differing extents of
DQI. In Fig. 3B and C, we present data for the most thermally
accessible (highest wB

i ) conformations of 2r in TPm and TPp
breadboards (ESI,† Fig. S11 shows data for other basis circuits).
Fig. 3B shows cumulative diagonal (pure contributions Y) and
off-diagonal (quantum interference contributions X) elements
of the Q-matrix along with their sum (the transmission Z) for
TPm as a function of orbital index (n). The corresponding data
for TPp is presented in Fig. 3C. While the total transmission
from all MOs (Z(n = 192)) for the 2r circuit in TPp is higher than
that in TPm, it is apparent that 2r circuits in both breadboards
show DQI (X(n = 192) o 0 in Fig. 3B and C). In fact, all five basis
circuits in TPm and TPp exhibit DQI (ESI,† Fig. S11). However,
the DQI is lower for all circuits in TPp relative to those in TPm
leading to the observed differences in conductance values
(Fig. 3A). Further, the quantum interference is clearly multi-
orbital in nature. For instance, strong conductance contribu-
tions arise from MOs 80–100 and MOs 80–130 for 2r in TPm and
TPp respectively (data between the two black vertical lines in
Fig. 3B and C). A decomposition of the pure Qiið Þ and quantum
interference contributions ReðQijÞ; iaj

� �
for dominant MOs

80–100 of the 2r circuit shows (Fig. 3D and E) that while
contributions from MO pairs interfere both destructively and
constructively, the total interference from dominant MOs is
DQI. In Fig. 3F and G, we visualize MO pairs with the highest
DQI for the 2r circuit in TPm and TPp respectively. The DQI
originates from the differences in signs of orbital amplitudes at
the terminal N-atoms (arrows in Fig. 3F and G).

Next, we examine conductance trends with REA (Fig. 3H) using
the thermally averaged effective screening length (eqn (10) and
(15)). In this case, ap = 1 for both TPm and TPp and the electronic
coupling for the core N-atoms in both breadboards is two orders
of magnitude smaller than that for the peripheral N-atoms (see
Table 2). Note that the attenuation ratio value (ap/ac = 115.8) for
TPm agrees well with the value—116—that described MCBJ
experiment data.24 Thus, the relative conductance trends for the
basis circuits (which contain different combinations of peripheral
and core N-atom termini) within each of the two breadboards
are altered significantly upon including REA (compare trends in
Fig. 3H and A). However, the REA for the core and peripheral
N-atoms (ap and ac) in TPm and TPp are both comparable.
Therefore, the boost in conductance for the basis circuits in TPp
relative to that in TPm due to QIE is not altered upon including
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REA (compare differences in blue and green data values in Fig. 3H
and A). We find that more restricted estimates of REA based on

deff = hd(f = 0)iTh and d f ¼ p
2

� �D E
Th
; produce lower and upper

bounds for ac leaving ap unchanged (Table 2). The conductance of
basis circuits for REA with deff = hd(f = 0)iTh are close to pure QIE
trends (compare Fig. 3I and A). On the other hand, REA with

deff ¼ d f ¼ p
2

� �D E
Th

alters the relative conductance trends

across the five basis circuits within each breadboard (compare
Fig. 3H and J). Nevertheless, the relative boosts in the basis circuit
conductance between TPp and TPm produced by QIE are still
preserved with the new REA estimates since both ap and ac for the
two breadboards remain comparable.

2.3. Changes in REA can suppress QIE induced relative circuit
conductance trends across breadboards

In this subsection, we demonstrate the combined action of QIE
and REA in altering the relative basis circuit conductance in
TPx breadboards by moving the peripheral ring N-atoms from
meta (TPm) to ortho (TPo) position. To separate out conduc-
tance changes due to conformations and those purely due to
QIE, we consider a fictitious TPm-o breadboard (inset in Fig. 4A)

wherein the electrodes exclusively contact the ortho atoms of
TPm. We first discuss the basis circuit conductance trends in
the absence of REA. The conductance is observed to drop non-
monotonically with circuit/tunneling length for both TPm and
TPo (Fig. 4A). The 3rp circuits in the two breadboards, which
have identical end-to-end lengths, (ESI,† Fig. S9B) and very
similar conformations (ESI,† Fig. S4D and E) serve as a refer-
ence circuit to compare conductance trends. Whereas, the
conductance values of the 3rp reference circuit were virtually
indistinguishable in TPm and TPp (Fig. 3A), they are slightly
different for TPm and TPo (Fig. 4A) due to variations in the
conformations of these breadboards (ESI,† Fig. S4D–F). Inter-
estingly, the conductance of 3rp, 4r, and 5r circuits in TPo are
significantly different despite these circuits having similar
lengths. This trend can be attributed to QIE arising from
differences in ring connectivities of the circuits. All basis
circuits (except the 3rp reference circuit) in TPo show higher
conductance relative to their counterparts in TPm. A compar-
ison of the basis circuit conductance values in TPo and TPm-o
(red solid circles versus brown solid triangles in Fig. 4A) relative
to TPm reveals that the boost in the conductance is primarily
due to the changes in QIE (vide infra) arising from moving the
peripheral N-atoms from meta to ortho positions. The boost in

Fig. 4 (A) Basis circuit conductance in TPm, TPp, and TPm-o in the absence of REA (all N/C atoms have equal electrode accessibilities). In the reference
TPm-o breadboard (inset), to form 2r, 3rm, 3rp, 4r, and 5r basis circuits, the two electrodes contact any two atoms from the set marked with arrows (four
peripheral ring ortho carbons and two core ring nitrogens of a TPm molecule). The plot shows thermal average values and standard deviations (eqn (13)
and (14)) over conformations. The subscript ‘‘norm’’ in the y-label implies that all the log(G/G0) values are uniformly shifted with respect to the average
hlog(GTPm

3rp /G0)i for reference 3rp circuit in TPm. The data for TPm-o is offset along X-axis for better visualization. (B) Cumulative (sum over orbitals)

Q-matrix elements: Sum of pure contributions from all MOs Yð192Þ ¼
P192
i¼1
Qii (cyan), QI contributions X 192ð Þ ¼

P192
i;jo i

Qij þQji

� �
(magenta), and the total

transmission from all MOs Z(192) = X(192) + Y(192) (red) for 2r circuit in the most thermally accessible conformation of TPm/p/o. Cumulative Qi;j plots

and heatmaps for all TPo circuits are shown in ESI,† Fig. S11. (C) Orbitals that show highest DQI for the 2r circuit in the most thermally accessible
conformation of TPo. The arrows show orbital phases (+/�) on terminal N-atoms (D)–(F) Basis circuit conductance (thermal averages and standard
deviations) with REA (eqn (13)–(15)) for TPm and TPp based on three different models for estimating the effective screening length deff for the anchoring
N-atoms as indicated in the panels (see also Methods Subsection 5.4).
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the basis circuit conductance for TPo relative to TPm is slightly
larger than that for TPp because of the shorter lengths of the
TPo basis circuits relative to their TPp counterparts.

The Q-factor analysis (Fig. 4B and ESI,† Fig. S11) on the
most thermally accessible conformation of TPo shows that all
basis circuits in the breadboard exhibit DQI (X(n = 192) o 0).
Differing extents of DQI lead to variations in conductance
within and across the breadboards (Fig. 4B and ESI,†
Fig. S11). Cumulative pure MO contributions and orbital inter-
ference contributions add up such that the total current is
higher for TPo relative to that of TPm (data for 2r circuits in
Fig. 4B). Further, dominant conductance contributions arise
from MOs 80–100 for TPo (region between the two black vertical
lines in ESI,† Fig. S11). Visualizing the pure terms Qiið Þ and
QIE-induced contributions Qij ; iaj

� �
between orbital pairs for

MOs 80–100, we find that there are only two dominant MOs
(Fig. 4C) that interfere destructively leading to an overall DQI
for the 2r circuit in TPo. Clearly, the DQI originates from the
change in sign for the orbital amplitude on linking N-atoms
(arrows in Fig. 4C).

Next, we examine the trends in conductance upon including
REA (Fig. 4D) with deff estimated by eqn (10). The peripheral
ortho placed N-atoms are less electrode accessible and the
conformations of the terpyridine arm are more planar in the
TPo breadboard (ESI,† Fig. S4E) relative to TPm (ESI,† Fig. S4D).
These factors make both ap and ac in TPo significantly lower
(Table 2) than in TPm. Interestingly, we find that REA suppresses
the change in the relative basis circuit conductance induced by
QIE (Fig. 4D). Overall, all basis circuits in TPo still have higher
conductance than that of their counterparts in TPm even with
REA. However, the boost in the basis circuit conductance for the
former relative to the latter is lower than that in the absence of
REA (compare Fig. 4D and A). As before, more restricted estimates

of REA based on deff = hd(f = 0)iTh and d f ¼ p
2

� �D E
Th
; produce

lower and upper bounds for the attenuation factors for TPo
(Table 2). While only ac is reduced/increased for TPm, both ap

and ac are reduced/increased for TPo. With deff = hd(f = 0)iTh, REA
increases and each circuit (including 3rp) in TPo shows more than
an order of magnitude higher conductance relative to their TPm
counterparts (Fig. 4E). On the other hand, the overall effect of the

reduced REA when deff ¼ d f ¼ p
2

� �D E
Th

is that the QIE-induced

boost in conductance for TPo relative to TPm is completely
nullified so that both breadboards show the same conductance
trends (Fig. 4F).

3. Discussion

Over the past decade significant efforts are being made to
develop functional molecular electronics. For instance, Joachim
and co-workers have developed molecular logic gates using low
temperature scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy of
starphene molecules on gold surfaces by manipulating the
electrode–molecule interface.44,45 A molecular breadboard such
as TPm presents an alternative framework to advance molecular

electronics by assembling multiple electronic circuits (termed
basis circuits) on a single scaffold. Combinations of these basis
circuits (2r, 3rm, 3rp, 4r, and 5r) can be accessed in an experi-
mental break-junction setup and mapped to distinct conduc-
tance readouts.24 Further, it is possible to change the electronic
properties of individual constituent circuits of the breadboard
using simple chemical changes accessible to synthetic chemists
(this study). Finalized circuit designs can then be incorporated
into stable covalently bonded single molecule junctions.46

Here, we present strategies to modify the relative conductance
of the constituent basis circuits in TPx breadboards using
the properties associated with the molecular structure (QIE)
and the electrode–molecule interface (REA). Importantly, the
computational framework presented here includes descriptions
of both coherent and incoherent charge transport processes
(ESI,† Section S10) and also rigorously accounts for the confor-
mational flexibility of the molecular breadboard. In previous
studies,33,38,40 QIE has been shown to modulate the conductance
of conventional single molecule junctions by 1–2 orders of
magnitude. Here, we demonstrate the presence of multi-orbital
QIE in TPx breadboards associated with both ring connectivity
and the placement of electrode-anchoring N-atoms. Differing
extents of destructive QIE was found (Fig. 3A and 4A) to
modulate the conductance of four basis circuits (2r, 3rm, 4r,
and 5r) in TPx breadboards by B4–32-fold while holding the
conductance of the reference 3rp circuit fixed (o2-fold varia-
tion). The second factor examined here—REA of the anchoring
groups—is a molecule–electrode interface property. The spatial
position of the electrode anchoring groups within a molecule can
determine its accessibility (and hence the electronic coupling)
to the electrode and can modulate basis circuit conductance.
The relative conductance of basis circuits within a breadboard is
thus decided by a combination of QIE and anchoring group REA.
It is exciting to note that through chemical/molecular design, one
can manipulate REA in a given breadboard scaffold to enhance,
suppress, or leave unchanged any QIE induced changes in the
relative basis circuit conductance. For instance, we demonstrated
that by altering the N-atom position in the peripheral pyridyl rings
from meta to para (TPm - TPp), we can hold REA of the
anchoring N-atoms across two breadboards fixed and retain the
pure QIE- induced boost in the relative circuit conductance
(Fig. 3H–J). In contrast, by altering the peripheral pyridyl ring
N-atom position from meta to ortho (TPm - TPo), the QIE-induced
boosts may be partially or even completely suppressed because of
the REA differences in the two breadboards (Fig. 4D–F). In essence,
our studies indicate that QIE and REA are both useful to design
and control the current flow through complex molecular elec-
tronic circuitry. In the future other electronic features sensitive
to QIE such as current rectification47 and thermopower48,49 can
be potentially targeted in breadboard junctions. However, one
must be cognizant about the interdependence of tuning con-
trols as discussed below.

In Fig. 5, we introduce phase plots to depict the changes in the
conductance states of the basis circuits between two TPx bread-
boards in terms of the differences in hlog(G/G0)i values (of the basis
circuits) and the terminal N-atom REA (x from eqn (12)) ratios.
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We examine the changes in the basis circuit conductance relative to
TPm as we switch either to TPp (Fig. 5A) or TPo (Fig. 5B). The range
of x presented in the plot covers all the values observed in our
calculations for the TPx systems. The phase plots in Fig. 5 are
split into four quadrants (I, II, III, and IV) by a vertical black line at
xTPo/TPp = xTPm (equal REA for the basis circuits in the two bread-
boards) and a horizontal black line at Dhlog(G/G0)i = 0 (equal
conductance for the basis circuits in the two breadboards). A point
lying on the line xTPo/TPp = xTPm indicates that any changes in the
basis circuit conductance have no REA contributions and are purely
due to QIE. A point on the left (right) of the xTPx = xTPm line
indicates suppression (enhancement) of the circuit conductance
due to unequal REA of the anchoring N-atoms for a basis circuit in
the two breadboards. A point lying on the Dhlog(G/G0)i = 0 line
indicates that the basis circuit conductance is unchanged in the
two breadboards. This can happen either because the circuit is
identical in the two breadboards or when QIE and REA oppose and
balance each other. A point lying above (below) the Dhlog(G/G0)i = 0
line indicates an increase (decrease) in the conductance for a basis
circuit as we switch between the two breadboards. For data points
lying in each of the four quadrants I, II, III, and IV, the conductance
changes arise from a combination of QIE and REA. In general, such
phase plots can help visualize the scope of tuning basis circuit
conductance for any breadboard scaffold. For instance, we show
changes in the conductance states of the five basis circuits for TPp
and TPo breadboards relative to TPm in Fig. 5. All four scenarios
presented in Results Subsection 2.2 (Fig. 3A and H–J) and Subsec-
tion 2.3 (Fig. 4A and D–F) are covered in the plots: (1) QIE in the
absence of REA, (2) QIE + REA with deff estimated using eqn (10), (3)
QIE + REA with deff = hd(f = 0)iTh, and (4) QIE + REA with

deff ¼ d f ¼ p
2

� �D E
Th

. We stress that Fig. 5A and B do not simply

summarize the data in Fig. 3A, H–J and 4A, E–G but provide a
broader perspective of the changes in the individual basis circuit
conductance and the associated QIE/REA across the breadboard
pairs. Specifically, in Fig. 3A, H–J and 4A, E–G, each conductance
dataset is normalized with respect to the 3rp circuit conductance of
TPm, whereas in Fig. 5, the conductance of each basis circuit is
compared to its counterpart across two breadboards.

Fig. 5A shows that pure QIE enhances (tunes) the conduc-
tance for four basis circuits (2r, 3rm, 4r, and 5r) to varying
degrees in TPp relative to those in TPm. Here, 5r and 4r circuits
exhibit the highest and lowest boosts in conductance, respec-
tively (colored solid circles in Fig. 5A). 3rp circuit serves as a
true reference, with no change in the conductance value, and
lies at the intersection of the xTPp = xTPm and Dhlog(G/G0)i = 0
lines (orange solid circle in Fig. 5A). This picture is preserved as
REA is introduced (colored solid squares, triangles, and dia-
monds in Fig. 5A). For all four accessibility scenarios presented
above, the changes in the conductance states for all basis
circuits lie approximately on the xTPp = xTPm line and either
above or approximately on the Dhlog(G/G0)i = 0 line. This
indicates that the conductance for all basis circuits (other than
3rp) in TPp is tuned purely due to QIE relative to that in TPm
and that both breadboards have the same REA. On the other
hand, the phase plot for TPo and TPm breadboards is far more
complex. Fig. 5B shows that the changes in the conductance
states for the basis circuits span three regions (I, II, and III) of
the phase plot. Pure QIE enhances (tunes) the basis circuit
conductance in TPo relative to that in TPm to varying degrees
(solid circles on the xTPo = xTPm line in Fig. 5B) with the 3rm and
4r circuits showing the highest and lowest boosts, respectively.
3rp circuit, which has terminal core N-atoms, is unchanged in
TPo and TPm and is used as a reference circuit in Fig. 4A, D–F

Fig. 5 Phase plot showing the difference in the mean logarithmic conductance of basis circuits in (A) TPp and TPm, and (B) TPo and TPm as a function of
the ratio of REA (xTPx/xTPm) for the basis circuits. Here, Dhlog(G/G0)i = hlog(Gnr

TPx/G0)i � hlog(Gnr
TPm/G0)i, wherein x = p and o for panel (A) and (B), respectively.

The four regions I, II, III, and IV demarcate the areas where QIE-induced boosts in the basis circuit conductance are either suppressed (I and III) or enhanced
(II and IV) by REA and where QIE + REA either increases (I and II) or decreases (III and IV) the basis circuit conductance. A data point on xTPx = xTPm represents
the change in circuit conductance across two breadboards purely due to QIE. A data point on the line Dhlog(G/G0)i = 0 represents equal conductance of the
basis circuits across the two breadboards.
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as QIE effects are absent. However, we find that the conduc-
tance of the reference 3rp circuit in TPo is slightly higher
(o2-fold) than that in TPm even in the absence of REA (orange
solid circle in Fig. 5B). We attribute this difference to the higher
conjugation in TPo molecule which adopts a more planar
conformation relative to TPm (ESI,† Fig. S4D and E). While,
the conformational effect is small in the present study, it is
clear that significant differences in breadboard geometries may
make it difficult to resolve conductance changes purely in
terms of QIE and REA. In such cases a conformational coordi-
nate axis may be added to the phase plots to better represent
the data. When REA is included using deff = hhd(f)iThif, the core
N-atoms of TPo are more accessible to the electrodes than in
TPm (Table 2) owing to the more planer geometries of the
terpyridine arms (ESI,† Fig. S4E). Therefore, the change in
conductance state of the 3rp circuit for this case lies deep in
region II (orange solid diamond in Fig. 5B) arising purely due
to REA differences. However, the accessibility of the peripheral
N-atoms in TPo are lower than that in TPm, which places the
conductance changes for the remaining 4 basis circuits in
region I (colored solid diamonds in Fig. 5B). Overall, the QIE
induced conductance boost of 2r, 3rm, 4r, and 5r circuits are all
suppressed in TPo due to lower ap (and hence x) values for the
basis circuits relative to those in TPm. On the other hand, the
conductance change of the 3rp circuit in absence of REA
(orange solid circle in Fig. 5B) is enhanced upon including
REA due to a higher ac (and hence x) values in TPo relative to that
in TPm arising from different conformations adopted by the two

breadboards. For REA estimated with deff ¼ d f ¼ p
2

� �D E
Th

, the

restricted electrode–molecule interface makes both core and
peripheral N-atoms in TPo less accessible to the electrode than
in TPm (Table 2). In this case, the REA suppression of the circuit
conductance in TPo relative to that in TPm is so large that it
exceeds in magnitude the enhancements due to QIE. As a result,
the changes in the conductance for 2r–5r circuits (colored solid
squares in Fig. 5B) lie below the horizontal line Dhlog(G/G0)i = 0.
In contrast, REA with deff = hd(f = 0)iTh does not impact the QIE-
induced enhancements for 3rm and 5r circuits, while further
enhancing the QIE-induced boosts for 2r, 3rp, and 4r circuits
owing to higher ac (and hence x) values in TPo relative to that in
TPm. Thus, REA can both bolster (2r, 3rp, and 4r) or reverse
(2r, 3rm, 4r, and 5r) the QIE-induced conductance changes of the
basis circuits in TPo relative to those in TPm. The phase plots
thus present a convenient framework to analyze the interdepen-
dence of QIE and REA in terms of controlling the basis circuit
conductance within molecular breadboards.

4. Conclusions

We have presented a computational framework to design
electronic molecular breadboards. The framework which
accounts for both coherent and incoherent charge transport
includes new advances in terms of an algorithm to efficiently
sample molecular conformations, a molecule–electrode inter-
face model to estimate REA of anchoring groups, and analysis

of multi-orbital QIE, which should also be useful for the study of
molecular junctions in general. Using this framework, we have
computationally demonstrated the feasibility of altering the
relative conductance of basis circuits (2r, 3rm, 3rp, 4r, and 5r)
embedded within a bis-terpyridine molecular breadboard by
repositioning the electrode anchoring N-atoms on each terpyr-
idine arm. We show that the changes in the anchoring group
placements translate into the changes in QIE and REA, which
jointly modulate the basis circuit conductance in the bis-
terpyridine breadboard. We demonstrate that QIE acting alone
can potentially boost the conductance of four basis circuits in
TPo and TPp relative to that in TPm by B 4–32-fold, while
preserving the conductance of the reference 3rp circuit across
the three molecules. However, we predict that, in practice, REA
differences for the anchoring N-atoms should suppress and
maybe even reverse the expected QIE-induced enhancement in
basis circuit conductance for TPo relative to TPm. In contrast, the
QIE-induced boost in the basis circuit conductance of TPp
relative to that of TPm is insensitive to REA. Q-factor analysis
reveals that the QIE is destructive for all basis circuits across
the three breadboards. Finally, we introduced phase plots to
visualize and analyze the interdependence of QIE and REA in
modulating the changes in the basis circuit conductance.
Beyond the application to TPx breadboards presented here,
these plots provide a general framework to assess the scope of
changes in other electronic properties of basis circuits such as
rectification ratios and thermopower induced by chemical and
physical changes to the molecular scaffold. We foresee that the
introduction of an electrochemical gate37 can provide an exciting
external control to enhance the scope of altering the basis circuit
conductance in molecular breadboards. We envision that the
computational framework presented here, in conjunction with
break-junction experiments and the powerful toolkit of synthetic
organic chemistry, will help in the design and development of
more complex breadboards incorporating resistors, switches,
diodes, transistors, and potentiometers as the constituent
basis circuits.

5. Methods
5.1. Computational framework

We follow a methodology developed in group over the last
decade which has been successful in describing charge transport
in complex chemical systems with significant conformational
flexibility including the bis-terpyridine breadboard.24,50–55 Our
approach utilizes the full molecular Hamiltonian and enables us
to explore multi-orbital contributions to charge transport and
interference effects realistically. Here, we further extend our
method to include a microscopic model of molecule–electrode
coupling and introduce a new conformational sampling algo-
rithm. These advances enable us to create a robust statistical
description of molecular conductance which accounts for rela-
tive electrode accessibility of anchoring atoms and thermally
weighted molecular conformations. We note that there exist
several user-friendly and open source software packages to
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compute charge transport in molecules and materials such as
TranSiesta56,57 and GOLLUM58 which could also potentially be
used. However, our approach enables us examine charge trans-
port more broadly beyond the few optimized molecular confor-
mations and specific electrode morphologies (for example gold
pyramids or hexagonal sheets) possible in existing software.
While the packages also provide an option to input geometries
sampled from molecular dynamics (MD). However, MD sam-
pling is often limited to a local region of the molecular PES and
also dependent on the availability of reliable force fields for
molecules. Furthermore, a strategy to construct a statistical
distribution of electrode geometries and their orientations with
respect to molecule is missing in existing approaches. We hope
that the methods introduced here for sampling thermally
weighted molecular geometries and estimating molecule–elec-
trode electronic couplings can be incorporated into these general
user-friendly codes in the future.

5.2. Conformations of TPx (x = m, o, p) breadboards

In break-junction measurements the statistics is built by sampling
over a thermal ensemble of molecular conformations. We there-
fore developed a general and transferable algorithm (ESI,† Section
S1 and Fig. S1) to systematically enumerate molecular conforma-
tions and derive their thermal weight (see Results Subsection 2.1).
In Section S1, we first demonstrate the algorithm by applying it to

simpler molecules (ESI,† Fig. S2). Below we detail the enumera-
tion of TPx breadboard conformations and the subsequent elec-
tronic structure calculations.

5.2.1. Enumeration of conformations for TPx breadboards.
For TPx breadboards, each of the six rotatable dihedrals (n = 6)
shown in Fig. 6A assume four values (Qi = 4 8iA {1, 2,. . ., 6}; yi =

01, 901, 1801, and 2701) leading to a set (V) of P ¼
Q6
i¼1

Qi ¼ 4096

six-dimensional angle vectors (see Table 1). The TPx breadboards
have three common molecular rotational symmetry matrices r1–r3

(eqn (S2)–(S4), ESI†) and two fragment rotational symmetries r4

and r5 (eqn (S5) and (S6), ESI†) associated with the terpyridine
arms. The TPp molecule with para N-atoms has an additional
symmetry matrix r6 (eqn (S7), ESI†) for peripheral rings. Eliminat-
ing redundant vectors from V using these symmetry elements and
enantiomers gives 168, 168, and 23 distinct initial conformations
for TPm, TPo, and TPp molecules respectively (see Table 1).

5.2.2. Geometry optimizations and electronic structure
calculations. Optimized geometries and their free energies
(GF) were calculated for each initial conformation of the three
TPx breadboards using density functional theory (DFT) with the
B3LYP exchange–correlation (XC) functional and the 6-31G*
basis set in Gaussian 09 revision D.01.59 During optimizations,
conformations relaxed to local minima (red arrows in Fig. 6B).
Based on the distribution of dihedrals (ESI,† Fig. S4), we

Fig. 6 Schematic of TPm molecule with six rotatable dihedrals (y1–y6) attached to two microscopic electrodes. In our NEGF framework (Methods
subsection 5.3), H is the electronic Hamiltonian and left (L) and right (R) electrodes are implicitly modeled in terms of their Fermi functions (fL/R) and
coupling to the molecule GL/R (B) Schematic conformational energy landscape with initial set of enumerated conformations shown by vertical dotted
lines. Upon geometry optimization, each such conformation relaxes to a local minimum (red arrows). (C) Schematic energy level diagram showing the
electron/hole transport barriers (De/Dh) governing the charge transport across a molecular junction. The electrode electronic levels are governed by
Fermi statistics and expressed in terms of the chemical potentials of left (mL) and right (mR) electrodes and their Fermi level (Ef). (D) Model for electrode–
pyridyl attachment to calculate the screening distance (deff) for linking N-atoms that are not directly accessible to electrodes. The angle f describes the
tilt of the electrode plane relative to the plane of the pyridyl ring containing the N-atom of interest. Two extremes of the electrode approach (at f= 0 and
p/2) to the core N-atom where deff = dv and deff = dh.
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grouped the optimized TPx conformations into clusters (ESI,†

Fig. S1) using yvsi � yvki
�� ��o 7� 8 i 2 f1; 2; . . . 6g; where vk,vs A V, k

a s and applying symmetry operations (Subsection 5.2.1 and
ESI,† Section S1). Selecting one conformation from each cluster
(Fig S5 of ESI†), we obtained 69, 36, and 20 geometrically
distinct optimized conformations for TPm, TPo, and TPp,
respectively (Table 1). For each of the distinct optimized bread-
board geometries, semi-empirical INDO/s electronic structure
calculations60 were carried out using the CNDO program61 to
generate Hamiltonians which were used for subsequent charge
transport calculations. There are a couple of reasons for not
directly using a DFT Hamiltonian for our charge transport
calculations. First, DFT with standard hybrid functionals is
generally known to poorly describe charge transfer and under-
estimate the HOMO–LUMO gaps, resulting in the overestimation
of the molecular conductance.62 This limitation can be overcome
by using optimally-tuned range-separated hybrid functionals (OT-
RSHs) which incorporate a distance-dependent mixing of Har-
tree–Fock exchange.62,63 However, in our case, this would imply
deriving optimally tuned XC parameters which are consistent over
a rather large number of thermally accessible breadboard geome-
tries. Second, our molecule–electrode coupling parameters are
introduced in the basis of atomic orbitals which is not straightfor-
ward to implement within a DFT framework. Although the INDO/s
semi-empirical method overestimates HOMO–LUMO gaps, it is
computationally cost effective and has proved effective in describ-
ing experimental data for the TPm breadboard.24

5.3. Charge transport calculations

Conductance values for the five basis circuits (Fig. 1C), each
embedded within 69, 36, and 20 geometrically distinct opti-
mized conformations of TPm, TPo, and TPp, respectively, were
calculated using the NEGF framework7,24 as:

G ¼ 2q

hV

ð
dET Eð Þ fL Eð Þ � fR Eð Þ½ � (3)

here q is electronic charge and h is the Planck constant. Fermi
functions fL/R for the left (L) and right (R) electrodes with
chemical potentials mL/R = Ef � eV/2, where Ef and V are the
Fermi energy and applied bias (Fig. 6C), are:

fL=RðEÞ ¼
1

1þ exp E � mL=R
� �.

kBT
h i (4)

Here, kB is the Boltzmann constant and temperature T = 300 K.
The transmission is:

T Eð Þ ¼ Tr GLGGRGy
	 


(5)

where, G is the molecular Green’s function:

G Eð Þ ¼ EI �H � SL þ SRð Þ½ ��1 (6)

Here, I is identity matrix, H is the INDO/s-generated molecular
Hamiltonian in atomic basis, SL/R are complex self-energy
contributions from left and right electrodes, with real shifts
(neglected here) and imaginary broadenings (GL/R) of molecular
energy levels. We adopt a model assuming that electrodes
contact the molecules through N-atoms only:

GL=R

� �
ii
¼ ap=c � g ðFor peripheral ðpÞ

and core ðcÞ N-atom valence orbitalsÞ

¼ 0 For all other orbitalsð Þ

GL=R

� �
ij
¼ 0 ðFor iaiÞ

(7)

where i and j run over the atomic orbitals, g = 0.1 eV is the Au–N
electronic coupling for an optimal coordination bond.24,51 The
parameter a (estimated in Subsection 5.4 below) accounts for
the REA of the anchoring N-atom and takes values between 0
(inaccessible to electrode) to 1 (full accessibility). It is a function
of molecular conformation and represents the attenuation in
electronic coupling as the Au–N coordination bond length
increases beyond the optimal value. We assumed a small bias
of V = 0.1 V with Fermi energy Ef = � 5.1 eV. Further, in our
approach, incoherent transport contributions can also be
included by incorporating phase-breaking probe electrodes
(Landauer–Büttiker formulation) on specific molecular sites.53

An implementation of the Landauer–Büttiker framework for TPx
breadboards is presented in ESI,† Section S9.

For TPx molecules, charge transport barriers (De = 4.4–4.8 eV
and Dh = 2.8–3.3 eV in Fig. 6C) are large and transmission
lengths are small (o2 nm). Ratner and coworkers64 found that
for the barriers of 0.46 eV, incoherent hopping processes start
dominating transport rates beyond transmission lengths of
B1.4 nm which was consistent with experiments.65 Comparing

the probability for tunneling (pexp(�bd) with b ¼ 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2mDe=h

p
=�h)

and thermally activated hopping / exp �
De=h

kBT

� �� �
; we estimate

Gtunneling 4 1030 � Gincoherent for all basis circuits in the three
breadboards.64,66,67 For the longest (5r) circuit (1.03–1.76 nm), a
barrier De/h r 0.25 eV is required for incoherent transport to
become competitive with tunneling transport. Consistent with
our analysis, Xiang et al.66 recently fitted the experimental
resistance versus distance data for DNA (transmission lengths
of 1.4–3.2 nm) with competing hopping and tunneling mechan-
isms, estimating a barrier of B0.3 eV. Furthermore, explicit
calculations on the TPx breadboards (ESI,† Fig. S17) and fits to
experimental data on TPm (ESI,† Fig. S18) indicate that incoher-
ent charge transport effects are insignificant. Thus, for the TPx
molecules we assume that tunneling transport is exclusively

Table 1 Enumeration of conformations of TPx breadboards. Here, n, Qi,
and P are the number of rotatable dihedrals, number of values for ith
dihedral torsion, and the total number of possible 6D angle vectors,
respectively. D is the number of distinct initial conformations; Den is the
number of distinct initial conformations after eliminating enantiomers; and
Dopt is the number of final distinct optimized conformations after elim-
inating redundancies and enantiomers

Molecule n Qi P Da D Den Dopt

TPm 6 4,4,4,4,4,4 46 = 4096 r1, r2, r3, r4, r5 288 168 69
TPo 6 4,4,4,4,4,4 46 = 4096 r1, r2, r3, r4, r5 288 168 36
TPp 6 4,4,4,4,4,4 46 = 4096 r1, r2, r3, r4, r5, r6 24 23 20

a Symmetry matrices R are defined in ESI Section S1.
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operational.24,50,53 Within the small bias limit, eqn (3) is further
simplified to:

G ¼ 2q2

h
T Efð Þ (8)

Using the eigen basis to express H0 = H + (SL + SR), the
transmission can be decomposed as:42

T Efð Þ ¼
X
i;j

Qij;

Q ¼ PyGLGP
� �

� P�1GRGyP�1y
� �T (9)

here, (1) represents the Hadamard product. The columns of P
are the eigenvectors of H0, termed conducting molecular orbitals
(CMOs).42 The diagonal elements Qii represent transmission
contributions from the ith CMO and are always real and positive
Qii � 0ð Þ. The complex off-diagonal elements Qij; iaj

� �
repre-

sent the quantum interference between CMOs i and j. The total
quantum interference Qij þQji between ith and jth CMOs is
always real as Qji ¼ Q�ij and when non-zero its sign indicates

either constructive Qij þQji 4 0
� �

or destructive Qij þQji o 0
� �

interference. Here, we define multi-orbital quantum interference

between n CMOs as constructive (CQI) when
Pn
ij;iaj

Qij 4 0 and

destructive (DQI) when
Pn

i;j;iaj

Qij o 0. The manifestation of multi-

orbital QIE for a simpler system i.e., benzene can be demon-
strated through Q-factor analysis (see ESI,† Section S6) and we
apply it here to analyze conductance boosts/suppressions across
the TPx breadboards (Results subsections 2.2–2.3).

5.4. Electrode-pyridyl contact models for estimating a

The peripheral ring N-atoms in TPx breadboards are relatively
more electrode accessible than the N-atoms in the core/central
rings. Further, meta/para peripheral ring atoms are relatively
more accessible to electrodes than ortho placed atoms.
Previously,24 for the TPm breadboard, using a simple geometric

model we estimated
ap
ac
¼ exp �bdeffð Þ ¼ 116; where deff is an

effective screening length and b = 30 nm�1. Here, we develop a
more general molecule–electrode interaction model which
accounts for the REA of any pair of atoms across the three
breadboards. Specifically, while the peripheral ring meta/para
N-atoms are fully electrode accessible, the peripheral ortho N-
atoms and core N-atoms have reduced accessibilities which
depend on the molecular conformation (Fig. 6D). A lower
accessibility of the breadboard N-atoms sterically constrains
the Au–N coordination to larger-than-optimal bond length.
Below, we estimate the Au–N bond extension beyond the
optimal coordination for all N-atoms across the three
breadboards.

We assume a planar electrode model interfacing with the
TPx molecules over a range of tilt orientations (Fig. 6D)
described by the angle f between the normal vector to the
electrode plane (-nE) and that to a pyridyl ring plane (-nR).
Assuming the van der Waal radius of Au B 1.66 Å68 and

formation of stable junctions a values are only estimated when
an Au–N coordination bond is feasible. Based on solvent-
accessible surface area calculations (ESI,† Fig. S15) we assume
that the peripheral ring meta/para N-atoms can always form
optimal coordination bonds (deff = 0 and a = 1 independent of
f). On the other hand, for the peripheral ring ortho N-atoms
and the core ring N-atoms, the effective Au–N coordination
length depends on f (Fig. 6D and Table 2). Considering
symmetry about the ring plane, we obtain the effective screen-
ing distance as:

deff ¼
2

p

ðp=2
0

d fð Þdf (10)

here d(f) is the distance of closest approach of the electrode
plane to a linking N-atom (along the normal to the electrode
plane) which is assumed to be uniformly distributed along f.
Analytical expressions for d(f) and estimates of thermally
averaged attenuation factors for Au–N coordination across the
breadboards are provided in Table 2. For the two extreme
angles, f = p/2 (orthogonal electrode and ring planes) and
f = 0 (parallel electrode and ring planes), the electrode
approach to the core ring N-atom is sterically hindered by the
peripheral rings for non-planar breadboard geometries leading to
screening distances dh and dv (Fig. 6D), respectively. However,
uniquely for TPo which adopts nearly planar terpyridine arm
geometries, both peripheral and core N-atoms in TPo have
restricted access to the electrode for f = p/2 while being fully
accessible for f = 0 (see ESI,† Fig. S4). Since the peripheral–core
adjacent ring dihedrals (y) do not vary significantly across TPx
geometries, we averaged y first over all peripheral and core rings
for a given conformation and then over all conformations in
accordance with their thermal weight (hyiTh = 22.81 /1.21 /21.11 for
TPm/o/p respectively). Further, in addition to eqn (10), we also

Table 2 Thermally averaged screening distances as a function of the tilt
angle f and the corresponding attenuation factors (a) for peripheral (p) and
core (c) N-atoms in TPx breadboards. The distances dv/h are shown in Fig. 6D
and b = 1.4 Å is the C–C bond length in the six-membered ring of TPx

Molecule d(f) for pa ap
b ac

b ap
c ac

c ap
d ac

d

TPm 0 1 8.6 � 10�3 1 0.24 1 2.4 � 10�3

TPo 1

2
b sinf

0.26 1.7 � 10�2 1 0.93 0.12 1.8 � 10�3

TPp 0 1 9.0 � 10�3 1 0.27 1 2.3 � 10�3

a For core N-atom, d(f) = hdviTh cosf + hdhiTh sinf is same for TPx

breadboards. Averages are given by dvh iTh¼
ffiffiffi
3
p

2
b sin yTh and dh

� 
Th
¼

3

4
b 1þ cos yh iTh
� �

for core N-atoms in TPm/o/p, whereas only the ortho-

placed peripheral N-atom (TPo) is screened with dh
� 

Th
¼

b

4
3 coshyiTh � 1ð Þ and dvh iTh¼ 0. Here, y is the torsion angle between

the peripheral and core rings. b Attenuation factors computed with
deff ¼ d fð Þh iTh

� 
f. Here, the brackets hiTh represent a thermal average

in which the contribution of each conformation is multiplied by its
Boltzmann weight. The brackets hif represent an averaging over the tilt
angle f as given by eqn (10). c Attenuation factors computed with d =

hd(f = 0)iTh. d Attenuation factors computed with d ¼ d f ¼ p
2

� �D E
Th

.
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considered deff = hd(f = 0)iTh and d f ¼ p
2

� �D E
Th

—corresponding

to two extreme Au–N coordination geometries with the electrode
plane parallel and orthogonal to the pyridyl ring plane respec-
tively, as lower and upper bounds for the screening distance.
Effective Au–N electronic couplings given by eqn (7) were then
estimated using a = exp(�bdeff) and with b = 30 nm�1 as the
vacuum decay constant.69 Using eqn (10) we find ap = 1 and ac =

8.6� 10�3 for TPm leading to a relative attenuation ratio
ap
ac
¼ 116

in agreement with our previous estimates in ref. 24. This model

predicts slightly lower attenuation ratios
ap
ac
	 110

� �
for TPp and

significantly lower ratios
ap
ac
	 15

� �
for TPo breadboards relative

to that in TPm. The REA estimation procedure developed here is
transferrable to other systems as highlighted by its application to
OPE molecules (ESI,† Section S8) which are widely used in the
study of single molecule junctions.

5.5. Statistical analysis of conductance

Within the weak coupling limit (Gii { |E � Hii|), the transmis-
sion function (eqn (5)) for a basis circuit with the left electrode
(L) connected to a peripheral/core N-atom (y = p/c) and the right
electrode (R) connected to a peripheral/core N-atom (z = p/c)
can be decomposed using eqn (7) as:

T E; y; zð Þ ¼ Tr GLGGRGy
	 


¼
X
i;j

ayazg2 Gij
�� ��2 (11)

where indices i and j run over the orbitals connected to the L
and R electrodes, respectively. Using eqn (8) and (11), conduc-
tance for a basis circuit within a specific breadboard conforma-
tion can be written as:

Gðy; zÞ ¼ ayaz
q2g2

h

X
i;j

Gij
�� ��2¼ x� K (12)

where K ¼ q2g2

h

P
i;j

Gij
�� ��2 is a function of molecular conforma-

tion, and x = ayaz is a function of both molecule–electrode
contacts and molecular conformation. Thus, we have:

hlog(G/G0)i = hlog(K/G0)iTh + hlog xiTh (13)

Here the averages hlog(K/G0)iTh and hlog xi are over molecular
conformations and the electrode–molecule interface heteroge-
neity, respectively. For a basis circuit in breadboard molecule B,

logðK=G0Þh iTh ¼
X
i;j

wB
i

Nnr
log Kj

i =G0

� �
;

s
log

K
G0

� �2 ¼
X
i;j

wB
i

Nnr
log

K
j
i

G0

 !
� log

K

G0

� �� �" #2 (14)

Here, index i runs over molecular conformations; wB
i is the

Boltzmann weight (eqn (1)) and Nnr is the multiplicity of a
specific basis circuit in B (4 � 2r, 2 � 3rm, 1 � 3rp, 4 � 4r, and
4 � 5r). The index j runs from 1 to Nnr. Since ay and az have an

exponential form (Subsection 5.4) we have:

log xh iTh ¼ � b d
y
eff

� 
Th
þ dz

eff

� 
Th

� �
slog x2 ¼ b sdy

eff

2 þ sdz
eff

2
� � (15)

Here, b is the vacuum decay constant, and dy/z
eff are effective

screening lengths for peripheral or core N-atoms connected to
L/R electrodes. The dy/z

eff are thermally averaged over the torsion
angles between the peripheral and core pyridyl rings. To
summarize, we analyze the conductance of TPx in terms of
thermal averages, given by eqn (13), and standard deviations as
given by eqn (14) and (15) (raw data in Table S3, ESI†). We find
slogx

2 { slog(K/G0)
2 for most of the circuits (except 2r and 3rp

that have low slog(K/G0)
2) in TPx breadboards.

5.6. Model assumptions and caveats

Inelastic contributions70,71 arising from activation of vibra-
tional degrees of freedom during charge transport are
neglected as the charge tunneling time72 of B2 fs for a barrier
of 2.8 eV over distances of B1.8 nm (lowest barrier and longest
circuit in TPx) is much smaller than the fastest nuclear motions
(60 fs to 20 ps). In fact, for the small values of applied bias (qV =
0.1 eV),73,74 the tunneling electron can activate only slower
modes with time scales 4260 fs. Furthermore, inelastic tunnel-
ing contributions even when present are expected to be much
smaller (e.g. by more than an order of magnitude for benzene-
dithiol junctions) than that from elastic tunneling.70,73–75 Here,
we neglect couplings of electrodes to N-atoms which are not
part of the basis circuits when computing their conductance.
We have shown previously24 that such couplings produce multi-
terminal circuits whose conductance are determined by linear
combinations of the irreducible set of five single terminal basis
circuits (Fig. 1C) considered here. We have neglected correlated
electron injection76 from electrode to molecule. While this might
be relevant for TPo conformations with peripheral N-atoms
pointing towards the core N-atoms, the Boltzmann populations
for such conformations are insignificant. The electrode–molecule
interface model presented here assumes a planar electrode. While
electrode can take a multitude of shapes, its dimensions are much
larger relative to the sub-nanometer molecular scale and the
assumption of a planar electrode interface appears reasonable.
Finally, solvent effects are neglected in our calculations. MCBJ
experiments for TPm were conducted by us24 in organic solvent
mixtures (1,3,5-trimethylbenzene (TMB) + tetrahydrofuran (THF)
(4 : 1 v/v ratio)), and such solvents are not expected to influence
the relative conductance trends examined here.
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